Descriptive Summary

Title: Stanley Adams photograph collection
Dates: 1974-1975
Collection Number: 1990-08
Creator/Collector:
Extent: .25 linear feet
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103

Abstract: This collection consists of photographs and slides of Stanley Adams and his partner Jules Strauss. Slides include Gay Day Parades from 1974 and 1975 taken by Jules Strauss. Photographs include snapshots and prints from a display presented to Stanley and Jules at their 25th anniversary party in 1975. One oversize photograph of Stanley and Jules is also included.

Language of Material: English

Access
Collection is open for research.

Preferred Citation
Stanley Adams photograph collection. GLBT Historical Society

Acquisition Information
Gift of Stanley Adams in 1990.

Scope and Content of Collection
This collection consists of photographs and slides of Stanley Adams and his partner Jules Strauss. Slides include Gay Day Parades from 1974 and 1975 taken by Jules Strauss. Photographs include snapshots and prints from a display presented to Stanley and Jules at their 25th anniversary party in 1975. One oversize photograph of Stanley and Jules is also included.
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